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One in four learners are underrepresented minorities.

        

ONLINE

PROGRAMS

Consistently ranked in the top 5 by U.S.
News & World Report, the online master’s
degree programs in engineering offer
Purdue prestige with the flexibility that
working professionals need. Online
students learn from the same faculty who
teach on-campus courses.
As a professional, you can expand the
depth and breadth of your current skills in
a wide variety of engineering fields with
innovative options like the popular
Interdisciplinary MSE and dual
MSE-MBA degree programs.
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Aeronautics & Astronautics (MSAA)
Electrical & Computer Engineering (MSECE)
Engineering Education (ENE)
Industrial Engineering (MSIE)
Mechanical Engineering (MSME)
Nuclear Engineering (MNE)*
Interdisciplinary Engineering (MS/MSE)
Dual Degree MSE+MBA

Interdisciplinary Engineering Concentrations
- Aeronautics and Astronautics
- Biomedical Engineering
- Computational Engineering
- Electrical and Computer Engineering
- Engineering Management and Leadership
- Integrated Vehicle Systems Engineering
- Industrial Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Materials Engineering
- Nuclear Engineering
- Quality Engineering
- Systems Engineering
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Applied Heat Transfer
Digital Signal Processing
Noise Control
Teaching and Learning in Engineering
Systems

Aeronautics & Astronautics
Biological Sciences
Biomedical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Computer Science
Data Science
Electrical & Computer Engineering
Engineering Education
Industrial Engineering
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Materials Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Statistics
Systems

 

 



Lean Six Sigma
•
•
•
•

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Refresher
Lean Principles
Lean Six Sigma Black Belt

Project Management
• Project Management Essentials
• PMP® Exam Preparation

New program coming in 2020-2021
Additive Manufacturing
Cyber Security Design for Security
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GRADUATE PROGRAM

RANKINGS
#

Consistently near the top of the annual U.S. News &
World Report rankings, Purdue Online currently
stands at No. 3 in the magazine's 2020 rankings of
online graduate engineering programs. The organizers
of the annual U.S. News rankings analyze such factors
as the quality of students entering a program; online
teaching practices so students stay enrolled and
graduate; how the programs employ technologies to
allow students flexibility; and the quality of student
support services, career guidance and financial aid
resources. Also weighed are faculty credentials and
training, including the degree to which online
instructors’ credentials mirror those of on-campus
faculty and the training instructors receive to teach
distance learners.In addition, U.S. News conducts a
peer assessment survey of high-ranking academic
officials, in the case of the engineering rankings deans
of engineering schools and top online learning officials,
as an important element of reviewing Purdue and other
institutions for ranking.
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STUDENT-INDUSTRY  

Learners hail from a remarkably broad range of industries.
These companies are among the top 25 represented that employ our learners.



     

        

     

    

            

  







  
  


    
     
     

           

 

      



IN THE ARCTIC

Most Purdue Online graduate
engineering students complete
their courses from the comfort
of their homes. Purdue Online
graduate student and
professional engineer, Jessica
Fleming, took a radically
different approach and added a
trip to the Arctic Circle focused
on sustainability to her online
graduate program.
Last summer, her classroom
was the National Geographic
Lindblad Explorer ship and the
icy Polar desert.
READ MORE:
engineering.purdue.edu/online/arctic

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING AND PURDUE ONLINE
                                                
                                  

"

Additive Manufacturing (AM) student
and Ford Motor Company senior engineer,
Mike Freeman took the Purdue Online
Additive Manufaturing certificate to gain a
strong understanding of the technologies
and the seven major categories of AM. The
certificate provided Mike a detailed
understanding of how the technologies
work and their rapid growth, the major
industry-accepted terms, and the
advantages and disadvantage of the seven
AM methods. Freeman says he has already
applied what he learned to his work at
Ford. “It’s well known that the automotive
industry is under a huge change from
disruptive competitors and technology.

It’s well known that the automotive industry is
under a huge change from disruptive competitors
Mike Freeman, Ford Senior Engineer

"

As the metals advance, there’s going to be a
strong push towards customization which
AM will benefit,” says Freeman, whose
work in Ford Body Structures Core
Engineering involves looking at body
applications of new technologies and body
build strategies for future Ford models.
READ MORE:
engineering.purdue.edu/online/amonline

PURDUE TAKES ONLINE
ENGINEERING EDUCATION
TO NEXT LEVEL:
 
      
  

The schools of Civil Engineering, Electrical and Computer
Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering are planning to offer
affordable online master’s programs through edX with support
from Kaplan Higher Education. These are the first comprehensive
engineering postgraduate curricula provided online at less than
$25,000 for master’s degrees. Purdue is ranked among the top 10
engineering programs and top five online engineering graduate
programs in the U.S.
READ MORE:
engineering.purdue.edu/online/edx

PURDUE TO EXPAND ONLINE PRESENCE
WITH GRADUATE-LEVEL NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING.
A partnership between Purdue University’s School of Nuclear Engineering, and Purdue
Online - College of Engineering, will bring nuclear graduate coursework and graduate
programs online. Included in the programs is the concentration in Nuclear Engineering
under the Interdisciplinary Engineering (IDE) Master’s program - now available. The
Master of Nuclear Engineering (MNE) degree is expected to launch in Fall 2020.
READ MORE:
engineering.purdue.edu/online/nuclearonline

VICE PRESIDENT, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

ACTING DEAN

GERRY MCCARTNEY

MARK S. LUNDSTROM

As one of President Daniels' Purdue Moves,
online education is now a major area of emphasis for the
University with the goal of benefitting Purdue, Indiana, the
nation and the world. Purdue Online was created to
coordinate that process and lead Purdue toward educating
all types of students online, while quickly recognizing and
responding to new types of learners with educational
opportunities that meet Purdue’s high standards and can
be delivered at scale.

2019 was a banner year for Purdue Online Engineering
and the expanding student population we are working to
serve.

I think it is safe to say that no campus unit has jumped as
quickly and aggressively at the opportunities presented by
Purdue's new emphasis on online education as the College
of Engineering.
I often talk about one of the prototypical students that
Purdue aims to reach with its online expansion: a woman
who graduated in the 1990s with an engineering degree,
who’s worked at a company for 20 years, and who needs to
upgrade her skills for a changing workplace. She can't
come to West Lafayette for her master's, if a master's is
indeed what she needs; she has a job, family, roots
anchoring her to where she's at.
Many of the College of Engineering's online initiatives over
the past year hit this sweet spot and bring Purdue to her.
That includes the innovative move by the School of
Electrical and Computer Engineering in offering an
affordable fully online master’s degree – the first ever
offered at less than $25,000 – through edX. The schools of
Civil Engineering and Mechanical Engineering plan to
follow suit.
Moreover, these programs will incorporate what edX calls
"Micromasters®," including one in Nanoscience and
Technology to start. Micromasters® are graduate-level
courses teaching valuable standalone skills for career
advancement, while at the same time serving as stepping
stones to a full master's degree. Students win whether they
decide they need a full degree or not.
The highlights don't stop there. The College of Engineering
also is spinning up online master's in Nuclear Engineering
and Engineering Education and it has worked with
Purdue Online on some exciting corporate workforce
development partnerships. This has resulted in data
science and Internet of Things (IoT) certification courses
for Cummins and a cybersecurity series used by Lilly.
These offerings are expected to grow in the future and are
available to any student, not just those working for
Cummins or Lilly, through Purdue's online portal,
online.purdue.edu.
I congratulate Engineering for its leadership and I am
pleased to point to it as an example other campus units can
follow.

Gerry McCartney
Vice President for Information Technology
Purdue University

Reflecting our progress, U.S. News & World Report’s latest
rankings of Best Online Programs raised our overall
ranking for online master’s engineering programs to No. 3,
from No. 5. Additional U.S. News rankings for our online
programs include first for industrial engineering and
mechanical engineering, second for electrical engineering,
third for online engineering for veterans, and sixth for
engineering management.
This recognition speaks well for our College’s investment
in creating new opportunities for professional engineers to
further their learning and advance their careers on their
own schedules and within their budgets.
Among 2019 milestones, we announced these new
offerings, for launch in 2020:
• Through edX with support from Kaplan Higher
Education, we established the first comprehensive
engineering postgraduate curricula available online at
less than $25,000 for master’s degrees.
• A series of graduate-level ECE courses, starting
with a nanoscience and technology certification, will
provide deep learning in advanced electronics through
the edX Micromasters®® program.
• A new concentration in Nuclear Engineering
under the Interdisciplinary Engineering (IDE) Master’s
program and a new Master of Nuclear Engineering
(MNE) degree will help fill growing needs for nuclear
engineering professionals.
These strong steps are only the beginning. Committed to
leading the way, we will continue working with partners to
develop high-quality online offerings that are accessible,
affordable and beneficial across the breadth of potential
learners around the world.

Mark S. Lundstrom

Acting Dean of the College of Engineering
Purdue University

516 Northwestern Ave.
West Lafayette, IN 47906
Direct: (765) 494-7015
engineering.purdue.edu/online
engronline@purdue.edu
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